Fa's turner action. He in reality turns himself out. If he needed to be, he could turn to another instance in which he could be useful. Every individual had no trouble among Detroit. To defend themselves, the majority of the 1999 Columbine High School mass murders. We are balled-up, plotted for months before killing themselves. Others in their kind—such as school—public administration, we are worrying—wasting our life away. The only problem is that the voting took place as before.

As the investigation of the Virgin悲的turner is coming. It will be important to determine the cause of any hints of the tragedy to come.

Saving Nigeria's election

S tats and local elections in Nigeria have been repeatedly delayed, with no clear date for the next round of elections yet to be scheduled. The situation has raised concerns about the future of democracy in the country. The president, Muhammadu Buhari, recent events have sparked widespread protests. The opposition party, the All Progressives Congress (APC), has accused the government of rigging the election, while the ruling party, the People's Democratic Party (PDP), has denied the claims.

Actively, the government has taken steps to address the concerns raised by the opposition. The Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) has announced a new date for the elections, and the government has promised to ensure that the elections are free and fair. However, the opposition remains skeptical of these moves and continues to demand a postponement of the elections.

The situation in Nigeria highlights the challenges of democratic governance in Africa, where elections are often marred by allegations of corruption, rigging, and voter suppression. The international community is closely watching the situation and has called for a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

However much the candidates insist on being different, their arguments get tangled in a web of promises and slogans. The image of a patriotic hero is now the butt of a fierce campaign for the next election. The people are left with a choice between a corrupt and an unreachable leader.

Christine Ochere (a French journalist and the author of a study of women in power: “Me, too . . . ”)

Francois Bimpé (a French diplomat and the head of the French Embassy in Nigeria)

Francois Bimpé's appointment as ambassador to Nigeria is a move that could help improve relations between the two countries. The French government has been pushing for closer ties with Nigeria, especially in the areas of trade and security.

The ambassador's appointment comes at a time when Nigeria is facing significant challenges, including political instability and terrorism. The French government hopes that Bimpé's presence in the country will help to strengthen bilateral relations and promote cooperation on these issues.

However, there are concerns that the appointment may not be enough to improve relations. Some Nigerians have criticized the government for its lack of progress in fighting corruption and improving the economy.

In the meantime, the French government continues to work on improving ties with Nigeria, and the ambassador's appointment is seen as a step in the right direction. The hope is that it will lead to greater cooperation and a more stable relationship between the two countries.